
Make spiky sounds smooth

“My 8 year old loves them! 

Very comfortable.

She wears them at school and she’s now 

able to drown out some of the noise but 

still participate with her teacher and 

classmates. Much better than the ear 

defenders. Thank you so much!”

Laura H

Flare customer

Worn in the ear to reduce stressful 

sounds for kids so they can focus 

on the important ones.



This makes the mid to high 

frequencies seem louder and 

can trigger our stress levels.

With Calmer, sound is accurately 

directed into our ears. This reduces 

these noises and helps you focus on 

sounds you want to hear.

Low Low - Mid
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This makes the mid to high 

frequencies seem louder and 

can trigger our stress levels.

With Calmer, sound is accurately 

directed into our ears. This reduces 

these noises and helps you focus on 

sounds you want to hear.

Low Low - Mid Mid- High High

Calmer
Length: 20mm
Width: 12.6mm
Weight: 0.5g

Calmer Mini
Length: 20mm
Width: 10.8mm
Weight: 0.2g

Four Variants
Calmer, Calmer Mini,
Calmer Secure, 
Calmer Secure Mini

Five Colours
Purple, Mint, Grey, Black, 
Translucent

Material
Soft silicone

What’s included
• 1x pair of Calmer
• 1x mesh pouch
• Calmer user guide



“I take these with me wherever I go (they're 
on my key chain). I use them all the time 
when there's a lot of background noise, such 
as my favorite lunch spot. These reduce the 
noise enough that I can have a conversation 
with ease. 10/10 highly recommend!”

L.T.
Flare customer

Our most advanced Calmer in the range.

Calmer PRO reduces resonance 
(distortion) by using a tiny aluminium 
waveguide to reflect sound into our ear 
which bypasses the effect of the Concha.



This makes the mid to high 

frequencies seem louder and 

can trigger our stress levels.

With Calmer, sound is accurately 

directed into our ears. This reduces 

these noises and helps you focus on 

sounds you want to hear.

Low Low - Mid Mid- High High

Calmer Pro
Length: 20mm
Width: 12.6mm
Weight: 0.7g

Calmer Pro Mini
Length: 20mm
Width: 10.8mm
Weight: 0.4g

Two Variants

Calmer Pro 
Calmer Pro Mini

Colour
Black Translucent 

Material
Soft silicone
Aluminium core

What’s included

• 1x pair of Calmer Pro
• 1x mesh pouch
• Calmer user guide



“I’ve been using them for about a month now 
and they really do soften noises at night. 
I was very surprised by how quickly I got 
used to them as they’re comfortable and 
easy to put in. A lot less wake-up’s in the 
night :) thanks for making this product.”

Karen Digby-Castell
Flare customer

Calmer Night uses the same distortion-reducing 
technology as our regular Calmer range, but with 
a slightly increased attenuation of mid-range 
frequencies.
 
Calmer Night turns night-time noise into
less-jolting sounds to reduce stress at night.
Sharp sounds before bed sound more mellow, 
helping you wind down for a restful night’s sleep.



This makes the mid to high 

frequencies seem louder and 

can trigger our stress levels.

With Calmer, sound is accurately 

directed into our ears. This reduces 

these noises and helps you focus on 

sounds you want to hear.

Low Low - Mid Mid- High High

Calmer Night
Length: 20mm
Width: 12.6mm
Weight: 0.5g

Calmer Night Mini
Length: 20mm
Width: 10.8mm
Weight: 0.3g

Two Variants

Calmer Night 
Calmer Night Mini

Colour
Black 
White

Material
Soft silicone

What’s included

• 1x pair of Calmer Night
• 1x mesh pouch
• Calmer user guide


